Install ESXi

By the end of this project you should have 2 instances of ESXi installed. You should also have 4 virtual machines installed. You should run these ESXi instances as nested instances within proxmox. Make sure that you have followed earlier instructions to set the nested flag to true.

Your VM machine configuration should:

- make use of the host cpu
- use the e1000 ethernet driver.
- Megaraid sas controller.
- Hard disk was Sata

I couldn’t get it to boot after install unless I selected the appropriate disk during bootup. I had the installer present some error message which I just ignored and proceeded with the install.

At least one VM should be Windows.

Helps

- The nfs iso share is at 144.38.192.167:/vol/student_vm/qemu/iso

To Pass off

Prove that you have created the hosts above. We will pass this off in class.